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WALKIN’
ON…
I

t’s hard to imagine that we’ll end
the Walk On series at the July 2
Shoud in just a few days. Doesn’t
it seem like we started the Series just a
few months ago? For me, it’s been one
of the most intense and personal of all
of the Shoud series over the past 16
years. Yikes… 16 years! How time flies
when you’re channeling and traveling
and meeting Shaumbra.
By Geoffrey Hoppe

The other day at the Keahak V finale
in Colorado, Adamus alluded to the
name of the new Shoud series: The
Transhuman Series. It’s a daunting title. I
just googled (I guess “google” is now a verb?) transhumanism to see if there
was any related information. The definition in Wikipedia sounds similar to
what Adamus was talking about, but there are some significant differences
between the Adamus version and the Wikipedia version. Wikipedia says:
Transhumanism is an international and intellectual movement that aims to
transform the human condition by developing and creating widely available
sophisticated technologies to greatly enhance human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities. Transhumanist thinkers study the potential benefits and dangers of emerging technologies that could overcome fundamental
human limitations, as well as the ethics of using such technologies. The most
common transhumanist thesis is that human beings may eventually be able to
transform themselves into different beings with abilities so greatly expanded
from the natural condition as to merit the label of posthuman beings.

Wow. It sounds a lot like our Shaumbra journey. And (no buts here), and,
I don’t think we’re an intellectual movement. I mean that in the very best
way. We’re “allowing” (a new Shaumbra verb) ourselves to go beyond the
mind. We already know there’s so much more out there; the last thing we
need to do is to think about it! We’re raring to experience it, and we’re not
doing it by using technology, unless you consider our spirit and gnost to be
an advanced technology.

» INDEX
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The Wiki definition also states that the “intellectual”
transhumanists may eventually be able to transform
themselves into different beings with greatly expanded
capabilities. Here’s another difference. We’re not trying to
become just “enhanced humans.” Adamus is very clear
that we’re transitioning from our limited human focus into
a broader perspective as multi-sensory Masters. Adamus
has cautioned that we are not negating or denying our
humanness; we are simply and naturally expanding
beyond our current limitations. We’re opening ourselves
to new worlds, so to speak, and by the very nature of
expansion we develop an entirely different perspective
and appreciation of the Zoo.
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Adamus set the stage for the Transhuman title in
ProGnost 2016 back in January. He talked at length about
how emerging technologies will change the nature of
life on this planet in the next few decades. The speed
of computing is accelerating at such a rapid rate that
nothing will stay the same. He talked about it in the Walk
On Series Shoud 7 when he said that “everything goes
new.” In the next few weeks we’ll film the ProGnost 2016
Mid-Year Update. Based on some of the chattering in my
ear by Adamus, he’s going to go into a lot more detail
about how emerging technologies, including artificial
intelligence, will change the nature of our reality in the
years to come.

You might be wondering what the heck
technology has to do with our work as
Embodied Masters. The simple answer
is… everything. Look at how the world
has changed in the past three decades
as a result of technology, and we’ve only
just begun to experience the effect that
technology will have on our lives. Think in
terms of nanotechnology, biotechnology,
robots, sensors and artificial intelligence.
Significant new technology raises huge
questions about ethics, abuse, power and
corruption. Just like the advent of nuclear
power brought up similar issues 70 years
ago, we’ll be faced with moral, political,
financial and spiritual dilemmas as new
technologies come into our lives.
Adamus said recently that, “advanced
technology without advanced consciousness is a recipe for global disaster.” He
also reminded me that many Shaumbra
could have ascended a lifetime or two
ago, but chose to wait until this lifetime to
become Embodied Masters. Connect the
dots. We chose to wait until now because
we knew that consciousness would be
vital at this time. We knew that our consciousness needed to be present here
– not somewhere off in the Ascended
Masters Club – at this epic time on Earth
when “���������������������������������
����������������������������������
everything goes new.” Again, connect the dots with what Adamus has been
talking about the past few years. It only
takes a little bit of allowing to start seeing
the big picture. No wonder over 1500 Ascended Masters,
including Tobias, chose to come back at this time. No
wonder each and every one of us are here at this time.
We heard the “Call to Consciousness” at the time of
the historic convergence of technology. With the element of embodied consciousness on the planet, humans
can find ways to use these amazing new technologies to
evolve the human condition, and meld the old Earth and
new Earth. Without consciousness, these technologies
can cause the final split between old Earth and new Earth.
It’s no coincidence that the new Transhuman series will
begin right at the time when we open the new Masters

Club at the Crimson Circle Connection Center. When we
first started contemplating the Masters Club, I thought
we’d be ready by April or May. There were delays with
the landlord, delays with the architectural and permitting
processes, and a number of other small things. As it turns
out, the best energetic resonance was to have the new
Masters Club ready as we kick off the new Transhuman
Series, because the Masters Club is truly about embodied consciousness. And that’s the very reason we’re here.
I propose that Wikipedia creates an alternative definition of transhumanism, based on thousands of Shaumbra
around the world. It would read something like this:
Transhumanism is a global consciousness phenomenon for the transformation of the antediluvian human
condition. A group calling themselves Shaumbra do
this through a natural and free technique known simply as “Allowing.” Allowing opens the human self to
a wider and more fulfilling range of sensory perceptions, usually transcending the limited human senses
of sight, sound, taste, smell, touch, emotions and
thought. Transhumanists don’t think about or study
the potentials of Allowing, rather they already possess
the knowingness that they will go beyond fundamental
human limitations of physical, intellectual and emotional
realities. The most common transhumanist thesis is that
Shaumbra will transform themselves into highly sensory
beings, with abilities so greatly expanded from the old
human condition as to merit the label Free Beings. The
transhumanism movement does not strive to recruit
members, but rather relies on the knowingness that
the right people will “come to” the group. Those who
achieve the Free Being status will become “Standards,”
or examples to other humans, who are looking for more
in life after a long series of repetitive lifetimes.
P.S. While having a glass of wine with Keahakers the
other night, we got to talking about how to explain
Crimson Circle to other people. We all told our stories
of how we’ve tried to explain what we do, nearly always
ending up in mild frustration because, well, it’s hard to
explain all of “this.” We finally got out of our heads and
came up with the perfect thing to say when asked about
the Crimson Circle: “You know what it’s like… when you
just know there’s more to life, but you don’t know what it
is? That’s what we’re all about.” Amen.

» INDEX
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FEATURED EVENTS
EMBODIED CONSCIOUSNESS RETREAT
Louisville, C O, USA • July 8 –1 0 , 20 1 6
After releasing old energies, it’s time to begin integrating new levels
of consciousness. With Adamus’ guidance during in this three-day
intensive, the process can be swift and graceful as
he uses wisdom, humor, audience interaction and
MORE INFO
merabhs for deep integration of divine Light.

DREAMWALKER BIRTH UPDATE
Online & Louisville, CO, USA • July 2 2–2 4 , 20 1 6
Find out how your birth dynamics have affected your life circumstances and
experiences. Adamus says that understanding your birth into physical reality can greatly affect your re-birth into enlightenment.
Also learn how assisting parents and their incoming
MORE INFO
children is changing the consciousness on Earth.

THE THRESHOLD
Louisville, CO, USA • August 10–1 4 , 20 1 6
The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to
Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path has
encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate
MORE INFO
at the threshold of the realization of enlightenment.

THE MAGIC OF MERLIN II
Sibiu, Romania • S eptember 8– 9 , 20 1 6
Adamus returns once again to Romania for the second annual Magic of
Merlin event. We’re not sure what Adamus is going to talk about in this
two-day event, but if last year was any indication it will
be provocative, humorous, insightful, fun, magical, and
MORE INFO
certainly leading-edge. Only a few seats remaining!
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OT E :

N ot a ll e vents may yet be open for registration;
C rimson Circle A ngels receive advance n otice

2016
SEPTEMBER

JULY
01
02

Keahak VI first-timers orientation CCCC & Online
Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

Annual Shareholder’s Meeting

Online

08   10 Embodied Consciousness Retreat CCCC
15

16

Keahak VI

Online

22   24 DreamWalker Birth Update

CCCC & Online

30  

Online

29   31 Channeling Workshop
Keahak VI

CCCC

03

NO SHOUD IN SEPTEMBER

10

Keahak VI

Online

24

Keahak VI

Online

08   09 The Magic of Merlin
18   23 The Threshold
29

AUGUST
04

Teacher Council Meeting

06

06

01

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

The Masters Club Grand Opening

CCCC

29

Keahak VI

Keahak VI

Online

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

27

Keahak VI

France

Online

OCTOBER
Online

10   14 The Threshold
13

Teacher Council Meeting

Romania

CCCC & Online
CCCC

15

Keahak VI

CCCC & Online

Online
Online

Online

» INDEX
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INTO
THE

ABYSS
T

here is an abyss—a void—that every being on
the road to enlightenment must enter. We fight
it. Oh, do we fight it! We run from it, hide from
it, try to negotiate with it. We do everything possible to
avoid it, for within the abyss there is no power. There is
nothing to hold onto, no reflection to show us who we
are, no way to fix anything, nothing to manage or get
right, no one to love, nowhere to go and nothing to do
or accomplish. Within the abyss there is no passion, no

identity, not even a self, as we have known it. When we enter the abyss we
lose everything, and become nothing. And then, as we finally surrender to
oblivion, we realize who we really are and discover that everything has always
been inside of us.
As Adamus was discussing it in Keahak recently, I was imagining this void as
some dark and empty place that can only be reached in some meditative or
mindless space. Great, I thought in frustration, I get it. I’m ready. But how do
I get there? Adamus’ answer was predictable: “You just allow it.”
As I took a deep breath I suddenly realized, Wait, I know this place, and it’s
a whole lot more real and present and human than anybody has talked about!
The abyss manifests as the unknown, as boredom, lack of passion, or sometimes as passion that makes no sense because it has nothing to do with the
future or with getting money or fixing all the problems in my life. Confusion,
losing control of my life, pain, body issues, loss of friends and family, loneliness, failure, all represent the abyss. The abyss is in every part of life that we
avoid. I’m sure there is more to it (or less?), but these are ways that the human
experiences it.

By John McCurdy

My first conscious encounter with the abyss was in 1997. I had created a
nasty and painful accident to end a job that I didn’t have the courage to leave,
and then I had experienced a magical year of flow and synchronicity and
travel and fun. Now it was time for the next part of my life, and I didn’t know
what to do. The idea of getting another job made me sick to my stomach,
and the only thing I felt any passion about was a spiritual discussion group
I had recently discovered. I hadn’t known that I had a talent and passion for
writing, and this group was drawing out a part of me that had been deeply
buried for a very long time.
I’d learned my lesson with the accident, and in my heart I knew I
only had one choice. I felt as though I had come to the edge of a
high cliff with jagged rocks far below, and life was closing in and suffocating me. My choice was to dive headlong into the abyss or to lay
down and die. I chose the abyss, and began spending most of my
time writing email on that discussion group. It was fun and rewarding, especially when people wrote back and shared how much my
words had changed their lives. But it was also terrifying, for those
rocks were coming up fast in the very real form of rent and other
bills coming due.

MY CHOICE WAS TO
DIVE HEADLONG INTO
THE ABYSS OR TO LAY
DOWN AND DIE.

“What’s in it for the human?” Adamus asked rhetorically in Keahak.
What possible reason would the human have to surrender to this horrifying
void? Then he explained that when the human allows itself to be in the void,
it brings synchronicity, flow and grace into the human life that is beyond what
the human can even imagine.
And sure enough, as I went into total panic on the day the rent was due
back there in 1997, two checks arrived in the mail from unrelated people
who knew nothing of my situation, but who suddenly felt an urge to send a

» INDEX
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gift. Together, they were exactly the amount I needed
for the rent.
That continued for the next three magical and terrifying
months. The money I needed was always there, always
arriving in unexpected ways at the exact time and in the
exact amount that was needed. It was amazing! But the
fear was getting to me, for I couldn’t take my eyes off
those rocks, and I started looking around for ways to
ease the flow a little. Why couldn’t there be a little extra
money? I thought. And why couldn’t it come a little sooner, before I go into complete panic? Maybe I can teach a
class. What if I write something I can sell?
I didn’t realize it until just this moment, but in all those
ideas I was clawing my way back up the cliff, trying to get
out of the abyss and to reestablish a little bit of control
in my life. And, as I did so, the flow dried up. Enough
money still came for food and fuel, the phone bill got
paid on the day it would have been disconnected, but
everything else was soon a month behind and it looked
like I was finally going to hit those rocks for good. In
despair I called a friend for support, and after listening
for a while she said, “I don’t know what to tell you John,
but maybe it’s time to ask God for help.”
I was shocked, for she and I had both let go of our
ideas about God years before. And yet, something
about it struck a chord deep within, for I was beginning
to understand that God is much more personal than I
had believed. After we hung up I said aloud, with tears
streaming down my face, “God, I don’t even know how
to ask you for help anymore, and I know it doesn’t work
the way I was taught as a Christian child, but I sure need
some help right now!”
That night I dreamed I was on a train, and I could see
the tracks ahead and an old white-haired man who was
driving. There were friends with me and it was a bright
sunny day, and the only care I had in the world was keeping my cowboy hat from blowing off in the breeze.
Then I looked ahead and noticed a place where the
tracks were completely gone, as though they had been
removed or paved over. I thought the train was going
to derail, but the old man did something and it simply
crossed over that space and continued as though nothing had happened. Then, around a bend we came upon
a huge barrier in the tracks, and I knew we were about
to die in a horrible crash. Except the old man did some-
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thing, and the train was on the other side of the barrier
and the tracks were shiny and clear for as far as the eye
could see.
I awoke, surprised at the vividness of the dream, and as
I realized what it meant I wept for joy and relief. The train
represents my life, and God is driving. He’ll let me drive
if I insist, and He’ll pick up the pieces when I crash and
burn, for I don’t have the ability to drive the train where
there are no tracks or to get it through impossible barriers unscathed. But if I’ll just let Him do the driving those
impossible situations are nothing, and my only job is to
enjoy the ride.
That day I let go, and I dove into my writing with
renewed passion, feeling at peace and eager to discover
how God was going to handle the looming catastrophe
in my life. And sure enough, the very next day, the day
before I would have lost my home, a completely unexpected check arrived that paid all the past due bills and
all the coming month’s expenses, with several hundred
dollars left over.
That experience changed my life. It taught me that I
the human am not in charge of my life, and it isn’t my
job to figure it out, manage it or make it better. God is
driving, and God is my essence, my soul, that part of me
that knows me better than I (the human) know myself, and
who delights in fulfilling my deepest dreams and desires,
when I allow it.
I’ve lived this story over and over for nineteen years,
and it’s always the same: I start trying to manage my
life, trying to figure out what to do so I can pay the bills,
please other people, build my identity, or make my future
better in some way, and then the flow comes to a crashing grinding stop and life seems to melt down around
me. Sometimes my efforts at managing my life seem to
work for a time, and I get all excited. And those crashes
are the worst of all. Then I remember the train, and as I
let go the controls and dive back into the abyss (sometimes screaming all the way!) life begins to flow again.
Synchronicity and magic come back into my life, and
miracles happen that sometimes take my breath away.
For years I’ve wondered, why do I keep repeating this
cycle over and over again? As I shared my story with a
group a few weeks ago, I suddenly realized that I had
missed a key part. In the dream I had a very clear and
specific job on the train, and that was to enjoy the ride!

When I’m enjoying the ride I’m present in the experience, instead of trying to drive the train. Then my I AM can take the controls, and life becomes
synchronous, graceful and joyful. When I’m not enjoying the ride it’s always
because I’m hanging onto the railing for dear life and staring at those rocks
rushing up to meet me. And, as long as I’m staring at those rocks, sooner or
later I’m going to grab the controls and crash my train right into them.
You see, I’ve learned that those rocks, which represent all the potential
problems and catastrophes of life, are total illusions conjured by my mind and
the minds of others. There’s nothing there to crash into, until I make them real
by trying to avoid them. And then, BAM! They’ve got me.
So the mind goes, Great, I get it. That sounds really cool, except that I’m
not enjoying my life. My life sucks, I’m flat broke and my body hurts, and it
needs to get fixed! Now!
Oh, I know that place so well! And, I’ve learned that enjoying my life is not
something that happens to me. It is a conscious choice that I make to float
in the abyss, to leave the controls of my life in the hands of my soul, and
to deliberately find something to enjoy in this moment. And there is always
something to enjoy, no matter what situation I’m in!
Lately my ride has gone from scary and difficult to exciting and fun. I’m having a blast, and the funny thing is that it looks just about the same as it did
before. But now, instead of a monster to manage and control, life has become
an adventure to discover. Sometimes it’s chaotic as a raging river and other
times calm as a still lake, but now there is an amazing, graceful and beautiful
flow to my life. My body is feeling more balanced, and the only real stress is
when I forget and grab the controls again. But now I let go very quickly!
I thought I might grow wings when I jumped off the cliff so many years ago,
but now I know that I don’t need them. I discovered that, within this powerless, crazy, out-of-control emptiness, I can allow life to hold me, nurture me,
and fill my ride with grace. I don’t need wings because within the abyss there’s
no place to fall.

John McCurdy is a Realizing Master. When he’s not crashing his train into
illusions, you’ll often find him on the road to some beautiful place, hanging
out with other masters, or sharing his realizations with others along the path.
He can be reached at john@johnmccurdy.com.

» INDEX
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4 MASTERS
IN MUNICH

MESSAGES FROM
ADAMUS, BLAVATSKY, KUTHUMI AND TOBIAS

On an early summer day in June, more than 250
Shaumbra gathered for what had been called “A Day
with Adamus.” He announced that it would be “A Day
with Adamus and Friends” and indeed it was a memorable day! In addition to the beautiful messages, Adamus
also asked each of his guests to deliver a gift to the audience, something each person can take with them in their
journey of realization.
In the opening session, Adamus talks about presence
versus focus. As humans, we are very tightly focused but
as we open up into our true presence, there is so much
more to perceive. He then shares a story from Keahak
about the puzzle pieces of life and, rather than trying to
fit them all together correctly, we can simply go beyond.
After commenting about the mental state of Earth,
Adamus gives more details about the milestone that
was reached a few days prior to the event. Saying that
Shaumbra are now moving into a “power-less and ener-
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WATCH EXCERPTS ON YOUTUBE

gy-rich” life, he presented a beautiful merabh with the
inspired accompaniment of Yoham.
The second session begins with a newcomer to the
Crimson Circle: Madame Blavatsky. While sharing some
of her life story and experiences with El Morya, Kuthumi
and St. Germain, as they helped bring in the New Age,
Blavatsky entertained the audience with remarkable
humor. Although sometimes a bit coarse, she sets a
memorable example of being true to herself in both her
life and her message.
Immediately following the Madame is beloved Kuthumi.
Grooving to the funky music of Yoham, Kuthumi introduces himself with great fanfare, much to the delight of
Shaumbra. He makes a few comments about Blavatsky,
then talks about what he’s been doing when not sharing
the stage with Adamus. It turns out that he’s been closer
than you may have realized. Kuthumi offered some loving advice and then some delightful rapping with Yoham.

Session 1 – Adamus:
Length 1:02:49
Session 2 – Blavatsky &
Kuthumi: Length 1:06:03
Session 3 – Tobias:
Length 46:23
Session 4 – Adamus:
Length 19:19
Bonus session – Yoham
concert: Length 51:21

Price
Very special price
through August 31, 2016:
Just $22!
Price after August 31,
2016: $44
The third session is one that Shaumbra will remember for a long time to
come. For the first time in seven years, the message began with “And so it
is, my dear friends…” as Tobias introduces himself in his first appearance to
Shaumbra since his departure in 2009. As he reminisced with the audience,
there wasn’t a dry eye in the room.
He shares a few stories from his life as Sam, and also about his plans going
forward. Sam will begin remembering his true self very soon, and then will
embark on the kind of life that, as Tobias, he never allowed himself to experience. It will be a celebration full of rich experiences, and somewhere along
the way he is sure to encounter some of his dearest friends, the ones who call
themselves Shaumbra.
This was a very special session, and even the video recording captures some
of the magical energies that were present. It is something you won’t want to
miss.
In the fourth session, Adamus gives a short but inspiring message to wrap
everything up. He urges Shaumbra to not try to change the world, but to radiate our own consciousness and light. That is why we are here, and doing so
for ourselves actually will change the world.
Bonus Session! After Adamus left the stage Yoham gave a passionate celebration concert. With Shaumbra dancing around the room, you can join in
too, celebrating this momentous experience.

» INDEX

Format
Online Streaming Audio
and Video. Registration
includes 90-day access to
the Cloud Class.
Featuring
Adamus Saint-Germain,
Madame Blavatsky,
Kuthumi lal Singh and
Tobias channeled through
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe.
Also featuring the music
of Yoham.
Recorded in Grünwald
(Munich), Germany
June 2016

AVAILABLE ON
JUNE 30, 2016
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SEXUAL
ENERGIES
SCHOOL
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
SES TO BE PREREQUISITE
FOR MOST LIVE EVENTS

Tobias presented the first Sexual Energies School (SES)
in early 2006 and, according to those who have attended,
it is one of the most impactful and life-changing experiences offered by the Crimson Circle. Not only did it
deeply affect the CC staff and the company itself; as of
this printing, 6,360 humans all over the world have also
felt the effects and benefit of this profound class.
Considered one of the “core” Crimson Circle classes,
along with Aspectology™, DreamWalker® Death and
Ancestral Freedom, Tobias’ original version was updated
with several channels from Adamus in 2015. And, as with
most Crimson Circle events, this class offers a deep inner
experience that cannot be gained through simply hearing
about or even reading the information.
For those who haven’t yet attended SES, you may
wonder what makes it so special. Simply put, you gain
a deep understanding of how to manage your personal
energy. And this energy management (or lack thereof) is
the foundation of all experiences in your life.
We all know how it feels to have our energy taken by
others. What many don’t realize is that when our energy
is taken, we must replenish it in some way. This might
be through seeking approval or attention, complaining
to others, manipulation or outright abuse. SES provides

14
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incredible clarity on these dynamics and teaches how to
replenish your energy without taking it from anyone else.
Because of this, SES will become a prerequisite for
attending most live Crimson Circle events. For years,
Geoff and Linda have noticed the unmistakable and positive effect of SES on the workshop experience, and now
realize that this is the most appropriate course of action.
Many event attendees have also requested that SES
become a requirement for the deeper-level workshops
because they notice such a difference in energy between
those who have taken it and those who haven’t. SES is
already a prerequisite for The Threshold, and will become
a requirement for many other in-person events such as
the Ahmyo Retreat and Embodied Consciousness.
This requirement will take effect on January 1, 2017.
There are numerous SES classes being offered by 153
certified teachers around the world. And, while taking
SES in person provides the best possible experience, we
realize that this may not work for everyone. Therefore,
the Sexual Energies School will also be offered online
towards the end of 2016. Watch Shaumbra Magazine and
the CC store for details.
CURRENT SES CLASS LISTINGS

i

CC TIPS
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

CC WEBSITE
NEWS

CC STORE
A BIG TIME SAVER – HINT
Here’s a good way to keep track of all your communication from Crimson Circle. This might include account
information, event announcements and logistics, download links, purchase receipts, Shaumbra Magazine and
any other important info.
Create a folder in your e-mail system and drag any
Crimson Circle messages from your inbox into that folder so that they don’t get lost among your other e-mails.
Or, if you’re a bit more tech savvy, you can set up “rules”
so that the emails go to the correct folder automatically.
This will be a big help to Angels, Keahakers, and event
attendees who need to go back to messages for links
and dates.

The News page of the CC website is your ‘go to’ spot
for any and all important information.
• Want to know about a new event, a deadline,
website issues, or other hot items? You can find it
quickly on the Flash Update page.
• Like an article in the magazine and want to share
it? Go to the Articles page and find every magazine article under its own easy-to-share link.
• Not sure how to access the latest magazine, or
even back issues? You’ll find everything you need
on the Shaumbra Magazine page.
• Want to see the newest productions from Crimson
Circle? Check out What’s New.
As a matter of fact, you might want to bookmark the
News page so it’s always easy to find!
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MASTERS CLUB UPDATE
Week of June 20 –
Drywall goes up.
Next: Painting,
tile and stone wall,
carpeting and final
finish work.

I

’ve been watching the construction progress at the new Masters Club
on nearly a daily basis since getting home from our Europe tour in
early June. The demolition and mechanical work – plumbing, electric,
air conditioning – was done while Linda and I were traveling in May-June.
What had been a fitness center next door to the Crimson Circle studio was
ripped down to the bare walls and ceilings, revealing nothing more than the
skeleton of building.

By Geoffrey Hoppe

The General Contractor started framing the walls shortly after we got back.
It was the first sign of how the new Masters Club would look. With the metal
walls studs in place, I could see where the Shaumbra gathering area will be,
along with the new restrooms and Green Room. It was (and still is) incredibly
dusty and dirty, but in between sneezing and itchy eyes, I can see our new
Masters Club slowly coming to life.
There is a myriad of details in putting together a construction project like
this. Crimson Circle’s Alain Bolea did most of the work of managing and
directing the architect, the general contractor, the subcontractors and the
Crimson Circle crew. There’s a lot of coordination and compliance with the
city, as far as permitting and inspections. What is making the construction
project more challenging than when we built the studio two years ago is that
the tradespeople (plumbers, electricians, carpenters, etc.) are in high-demand
and extremely busy because of Colorado’s marijuana-inspired building boom.
Labor rates are nearly 50% higher than just a few years ago, assuming you can
even find a laborer that isn’t booked out for the next 3 months.
After a few bumps and hiccups, the drywall was finally put up the week
of June 13. Finally, I could see everything start coming together, the rooms
within the Masters Club now defined by solid walls. I stood in silence by
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myself in the café area for about 20 minutes, imaging the sounds of Shaumbra laughing and talking during the many,
many events that will take place here in the coming years. I imagined the Masters Club bronze plaque imbedded in
the stone wall, with visiting Shaumbra from around the world taking selfies next to the plaque. This is our new home,
and the first Masters Club of its kind on Earth, I thought to myself.
In the coming weeks, we’ll paint the walls, build the stone wall, install the cabinets, lay the carpet, do the tile work,
rig the light grid, and hook up the big screen TV and audio system. Oh, and finally, we’ll hook up the amazing new
espresso machine. Lots of people have kidded me about the espresso machine, but I didn’t want to skimp on it. It’s a

Tearing down the old Fitness Together center

Down to the bare walls and floor
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professional machine, the likes of what you’d find at an up-scale coffee shop. “Why not just get a regular coffee brewer,
or even one those K-cup coffee machines?” they’ve asked. Answer: “Because this is the Masters Club. Masters don’t
drink regular coffee.”

What a mess! Plumbing and electric work underway.

The Masters Club starts to take on definition as the new studs are put in place.
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COMING TO EARTH;
REBIRTHING TO ENLIGHTENMENT

MY PERSPECTIVE OF DREAMWALKER BIRTH

I

f Shaumbra have one thing in common, it is our desire and commitment for embodied realization in this lifetime. And when we understand where we came from and how we got here, we can have a much
easier time moving on, whether through conscious death and rebirth or
through that final realization.

By Jean Tinder

As with every presentation he gives, Adamus Saint-Germain offers so much
more in DreamWalker Birth (DWB) than the title implies. While a large part
of this class is indeed focused on conscious birthing and Adoula work, also
called spiritual midwifery, as much or more of the class is also about your own
journey to Earth and eventually into enlightenment.
DreamWalker Birth was recorded in Taos, New Mexico in August 2006.
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Not long before Adamus had introduced DreamWalker Death (DWD), and DW Birth was his
logical next step. Learning how to die consciously – and assist others in the process – is a
tremendous step in the soul’s evolution. Being consciously birthed on Earth, whether for the
next go round or one’s very first lifetime, is also an incredible asset to the incoming being and
his or her development. It also has a profound effect on human consciousness, both here on
Earth and in the Near Earth Realms. In fact, Adamus recently commented on this very thing.
He said: “[DreamWalker Birth] has brought more consciousness to the other side of the
veil than it actually has here on Earth. There’s been more attention, more light for the beings
who are coming to Earth. There’s been more attention and focus on the monatry for those
who are studying or rebalancing before they come back for another lifetime. At the same
time, you’ve added a tremendous amount of light to the consciousness of birthing. This light
is starting to radiate, to emanate into birthing, and it’s going to cause many to start asking
what birth really is.”
DWB is indeed having a profound effect, and if you’re fortunate enough to know a
“DreamWalker baby” you can see it in their eyes and energy. However, it may surprise you
to know that DreamWalker Birth isn’t only about bringing conscious babies into the world!
Like everything else Adamus has shared over the years, it is also directly related to our
personal realization.
Adamus had this to say: “You’ve gone through so many births in your evolution on this
planet. Ah, you’ve gone through many deaths, but so many births. That’s so important for
all of you personally, individually right now, because, even as I speak, you’re going through
another type of birth. Not the physical birth that you experienced when you came back
into this lifetime, but your body, your biology is rebirthing right now. Your consciousness is
rebirthing right now.
“There’s a general sense of birthing, rebirthing that’s occurring within you. Maybe you
weren’t aware of it, but it’s what’s happening on this path to enlightenment; rebirthing the
Self while bringing back all of the aspects, all of the past lives, all of the future potentials, all
being rebirthed, brought back into a new form in this time.
“There are so many similarities in the physical birth, coming from the other realms, taking on a new physical body for yet another lifetime; there are so many parallels, similarities
between that and what you’re going through right now on your path to enlightenment. That’s
why I love DreamWalker Birth.”
Even if there are no babies in your family’s future; even if you’re not interested in becoming
an Adoula (one who supports the parents through the process of consciously bringing in a
being), DreamWalker Birth could very well provide some of the missing pieces you’ve been
waiting for. I’ll tell you about one of the pieces it provided for me.
In a short but profound segment near the end of the class, Adamus talks about a new
“tube” that functions almost like an elevator, allowing beings to come and go as desired
without all the confusion of the usual route. He then talks about another way to return
to Earth, by simply slipping in and out of matter. He says if you choose to do it that way,
“There’s just one secret to it: Choose your death.” He then gives some very practical, matterof-fact advice on this topic, even down to appropriate diet and lifestyle choices, that enabled
him to simply walk on at the time of his own choosing, taking his body with him. It is truly
the choice of a Master.
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Available as
an online class,
July 22 - 24
4 Masters in Munich
Highlights of this beautiful Event

Details: The DreamWalker Birth Cloud
Class will feature the original channels from
Adamus Saint-Germain, and new channels
that were recorded a few months ago.

A Landmark Event!
Highlights Walk On Shoud 10

Excerpts: You can experience excerpts from
one of Adamus’ new channels called “First
Birth” on YouTube.
Discount: Current graduates of DreamWalker
Birth and those who have previously purchased the Personal Study Course may
attend the Cloud Class at a 50% discount.
Simply choose the appropriate option on the
order page.
Access: Attendees (in-person and online) will
receive 30-day access to the streaming video
files after the event. (No pdf or e-reader will
be provided.)

Power-Less & Energy-Rich
Merabh Walk On Shoud 10

In-Person: This updated DWB class will be
available for presentation by certified teachers. When you attend a teacher presented
class, you will receive a printed copy of the
transcripts, plus personal guidance and connection with other Shaumbra. Watch the
DWB listings for classes in your area.
MORE INFO
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THE
DARKNESS
IS
A LIE

W

hen Adamus recently said that the darkness is a lie, I felt as if the
heavy drapery that had kept me in a semi-dark room for the past
three years was finally drawn back. Sunlight flooded in, carrying
the knowingness that I was releasing the lie of darkness. It was a moment of
deep transformation.
Although in every Shoud I’d gotten signs, ideas, intuitions and aha’s, the reasons for so much bitterness and frustration were finally coming together. Tears
of honor rolled down my face for this human aspect who had been in charge
of such a mission.
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In the days that followed I decided to share my experience. I knew what Adamus meant when he said that
the experience could be difficult for some Shaumbra.
I had gone through
it with no one to
share it with, no one
who would understand what I was
experiencing. I am
not in touch with
Shaumbra
where
I live or elsewhere
in the world. The
monthly Shouds are
my sole lifeline that
By Viviana Cólman
help me make it
through each day.
However, wanting
to share my experience is one thing. Actually doing it is quite another. It is
not easy to walk out of the closet, face exposure to the
public and take responsibility for whatever might come.
Doubt and fear showed me their ugly faces and I panicked. But I decided to walk on and just do it.
I would like to share two specific situations that relate
to this.
First, the date when it all got triggered, 06-15-2013
(which adds up to 666). It was a turning point: a loved
one whom I trusted completely and for whom I would put
my head on the block, had lied to me. I was so deeply
disappointed that I decided to remove this person from
my life.
It was easy for me (or so I thought) to end relationships,
and I expected to simply move on into a new stage of my
life. I felt confident that everything that would come to
me would be related to freedom and that the worst was
already behind. I was right, but also so very wrong. The
awakening is cruel and on the way to freedom it exposed
all of my demons and makyo.
Everything was fine for about a week and then I started
with flu-like symptoms, followed by fainting, vértigo, and
a terrible depression. The anxiety and pain in my body
and heart were unbearable. I blamed myself for all that
had happened, for having neglected this person and
hurting him with my attitudes, thinking that these were

the reasons why he had acted in such a way. It felt like a
punishment. I wanted to die but I was also scared of what
I might find on the other side. What if everything I had
learned and experienced in the last few years was a lie
and hell was awaiting me?
I couldn’t stop crying and my mother was so concerned
that she called this person, who came right away. Finding
me in this pitiful condition he knelt next to my bed and
we each asked for mutual forgiveness. The 21 days that
Adamus mentioned in the Master’s stories had elapsed.
As I started recovering, I thought about what had happened and realized that I had experienced the pain of
the original separation of Spirit. I had felt the blame and
sadness that stems from that wound we have carried for
so long, ever since we crossed the Wall of Fire. The experience helped me understand that I had to forgive myself
to be free, and that the true forgiveness came by saying,
“That was not me.”
A couple months later, I tried to reestablish my relationship with that person, but I was different. I was no longer
the independent, confident and detached woman I used
to be, the one who always tried to understand the other
person’s perspective, who never created drama, and
who always wanted to do the right thing and be a good,
spiritual person. I could hardly recognize myself. The old
tools detachment, strong will and persistence did not
work anymore. All the hidden pains and disappointments
relentlessly came to the surface.
I was becoming someone I did not like or recognize
suspicious, jealous, insecure, self-esteem lying on the
floor, afraid of anything that made me feel vulnerable,
and scared most of the time. These aspects coming
through led me to chaos and almost to insanity.
In the Discovery Series, Adamus spoke about reordering our reality; and that we go through the disconnection of millions of contact points, so we feel that we
want to reconnect with the things we understand. He
also explained that the mind is relational, and that for a
period of time it would feel frustrated for not being able
to associate the experience, so it would come to panic,
fear, and anxiety.
The opportunities to “live the experience” seemed
never-ending. Someone robbed me and used my things
without authorization. My kitchen was infested with rats.
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Of course these were reflecting back to me how I was robbing and abusing
myself. So many old aspects were coming to me in the shape of people, emotions, anxiety and pain, all looking for acknowledgment.
I, who had always tried to be “good,” began looking for trouble. I became
resentful, seeing the face of hatred and the desire for revenge. These aspects
had been held back because they were not suitable for a spiritual person.
Everything seemed to be a proof that darkness was real. All that was hidden
was coming out and I got caught in it, fighting against it.
Prior to Shoud 8 of the Discovery Series, a fellow broke into my garden to
steal a gas tank. I saw him through the window and yelled at him to stop, but
he jumped over the fence as if the tank had no weight and disappeared. The
next day, Adamus spoke about thoughts, comparing them to flatulence that
we try to hold on to and control. But they are not ours.
Seeking distractions, I attended parties and for the last three years watched
people drink alcohol as if it were water. To me it was disgusting. Eventually I
realized that this was reflecting my own addictions – one more glass of suffering, one more glass of doubt, one more glass of just enough, one glass after
the other. I had never drank alcohol, but one particularly extreme day, following Adamus advice to a Shaumbra lady, I drank the “whole damned bottle
of wine” to see if I could forget my reality a bit. It unrooted some very stuck
issues and gave me a new experience.
The second specific situation was that, just as Mary Sue had been studying
Walter Russell, I had been studying George Gurdjieff. I knew he had
been active in 1915, and when Adamus mentioned that date, it
felt like confirmation that I was on the right path. And when I
read what he told Mary Sue, I felt he was also talking to me.

I HAVE CHOSEN
TO PUT MY
CONSCIOUSNESS IN
FREEDOM, AND THAT
LIFE IS JUST AN
EXPERIENCE.

Gurdjieff wrote a book titled “Beelzebub’s Tales to His
Grandson,” and the title made me hesitate to read it. I
think he chose this title on purpose, to make the reader
go beyond their internal programming and take a risk
in reading it. The book talks about destroying, with no
compromise whatsoever, the deeply-rooted beliefs and
opinions they hold regarding everything that exists in
the world.

So this is how three years passed, and every Shoud
helped me to understand the process. I was awakening
and embodying things that I thought I already knew, but that
had simply been makyo. But recognizing makyo is ok. It is the
“AND.” It was about realizing, experiencing and accepting multiple
realities. It was not about fighting or healing, but about integrating and
allowing everything in the pool of potentials.
Now I feel I am seeing light again, and also closing cycles. All of it has
been a great opportunity to look at what had been limiting me. I could not
understand myself from my mind. Everything I had studied and learned from
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Masters, and even my past lives, had served up to a point. But it was time
to come to a whole different level, where everything needed to be felt and
experienced. It was about accepting that this is life in the embodied enlightenment and that I am a Master. With this acceptance, the energies aligned
themselves to serve me.
Thinking again about the fellow who stole my gas tank, I tremble because
of the depth of that experience. I remember yelling at the top of my lungs as
he kept on running away. He did not stop to think if he was doing something
wrong, or if the tank was too heavy. He only ran with the firm idea of taking
the tank.
That boy taught me something about what Adamus calls “star hopping.”
When the Master wants to be on a distant star, he is simply there. When the
Master wants to be abundant, he simply is. This is how easily a Master can
do things. He just chooses what he wants and doesn’t stop to think, because
thought will limit and pollute the ideas, and that is not going to work.
Experiencing extreme situations allows us to go beyond, and I got to understand a couple of things. The tank fellow took my “gases” (or flatulence), the
aspects that were not ready to integrate. Maybe sometime they will be ready
to come home.
I was listening to a song whose lyrics say, “Memories do not hold you, memories do not kiss you, memories are good for nothing if you are not here.” I
feel that when you have a lost love, the desire to be with that person becomes
an aspect that goes with them. And the emptiness we feel is the absence of
that aspect, the part of ourselves that is gone. But since we do not understand
what is really missing, we suffer and keep trying to be with that person.
Today, I have decided to star hop and jump into the knowingness that
everything has worked out fine, that I have walked beyond and transcended
the lie of darkness. I have done nothing wrong. That was the biggest lie I’ve
ever bought, followed by the one that I could not succeed in life, that I was
a failure.
I have chosen to put my consciousness in freedom, and that life is just an
experience. And, although the rubber band still attempts to pull me back, it
is weakening more and more. I simply Walk On, allowing my I Am and choosing to experience and enjoy my realization, my embodied enlightenment and
LIFE. What do you choose?

Viviana was born in 1960 and currently lives in Córdoba, Argentina. In
2004 the Magi brought her a gift, then she found Tobias and Adamus
and her life would never again be the same. Viviana can be reached at
vivicolman@hotmail.com.ar.
Special thanks to Virgilia Aguirre for translating this article.
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ADAMUS’
60-SECOND
WORKOUT
REPORT
During Shoud 9 in May Adamus said: “For those of
you who want a body conditioning, what we would call
toning, in every part – your muscles, your bones, your
organs, every part of you – 60 seconds is all it takes. It’s 60
seconds of awareness of your physical being. Awareness
that you are a physical being. You’re not your body, but
you’re in a body. There’s no thinking about different parts
of your body. It’s just, “I exist in a body,” and then you
feel your whole body as an observer. Just 60 seconds of
I Am awareness in the physical body. That’s all it takes.”
A few days later three versions of this “60-Second
Workout” were released, free of charge. There was also
a survey so Shaumbra could share their results, and so
far several hundred people have responded. We thought
you’d like to see the results.

•

A little more energy and physical body is a little
more flexible.

•

Aches and pains disappeared. Breathing
improved. I ate compulsively, gained weight, had
to face my beliefs about being overweight and
found coping mechanisms to help minimize cravings as a result.

•

After 21 days exactly, when I was listening the 60
seconds workout, I had an amazing experience
because I started to connect with my soul. And
now I can see my physical body more grace and
stronger than every day in my life. I’ve started a
new relationship which “myself and thyself”! Now
I can feel My body and soul together and without
any conflict! I so it is. ;-)

•

Every day feel better, more balanced, more
relaxed, more youthful, and pain-free

•

After three days I am looking in the mirror, and the
body itself is harmonious. After 40 years of smoking,
I stopped smoking - schnipps - no more smoking.

•

An all-over feeling of well-being kicked in, in a very
obvious way, around day 20.  I feel more energetic
and have a more uplifted general attitude too.

•

Before the workout I was so out of the body. I was
like fighting with it to be in it. Now we are much
more like flowing. I have more balanced feeling in my
body’s wholeness. I have a better connection, com-

AS OF JUNE 28, ADAMUS’ 60-SECOND
WORKOUT SET HAS BEEN DOWNLOADED
7,552 TIMES – THE MOST DOWNLOADS OF
ANY CRIMSON CIRCLE PRODUCT EVER.
At the time they filled out the survey, respondents had
done the 60-Second Workout for between zero and forty
days. Respondents were asked about the impact on their
physical well-being. Here are just a few of the hundreds of
replies to the question, “What changes did you experience?”
•

More aware of my body and the energy movements in my body. More conviction that the body
can heal itself.

•

A nasty mole fell off and a bump on my face that
wouldn’t heal went away. I am still overweight.

•

ALIVE-ness
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munication to my body. My breathing was also like a
fight, now it is much more with ease and conscious.
•

Calmer. More focused. Pain relief. Increased energy.

•

Communication with my body is much clearer and
I really love it now. Muscle toning is better and I
have a lot more energy. I still feel pain here and
there but I know it’s a part of clearing. My voice
wants to come out finally. I don’t care much about
food anymore but I’m craving for liters of water.

•

Doing it in the morning, I feel good and ready to
start the new day. Being a runner I felt no more
pain in my knees and while practicing yoga. My
body responds well to everything.

•

I have felt pain in the muscles like after a one-hour
workout. My arms are slimmer and more compact.
Over all I feel fit and less tired during the day.
60-SECOND WORKOUT
SHOUD EXCERPT

•

During the workouts, I felt a
comfortable and invigorating
‘vibration’ flowing in waves
throughout my body. Like
‘comfortable’ electricity. This
continued for several minutes
afterwards. I felt relaxed, very
alert and well afterwards.

•

Feel more grounded in my
body. I feel more motivated
to move things and situations
in my life than before I have
started to workout.

•

Feeling my body complete.
Feelings of love. Feelings
of peace, joy, joy, joy. Alive.
Looking younger. And, yes,
strong feeling of beauty to
myself. More energy.  But most
of all: feelings of love.

•

Feeling much more active,
energized, less tired

•

Gift of feeling true self

•

How to rate the effect? It doesn’t feel good: very
stiff upon wakening, achy lower back and hips,
headachy, low energy, wanting to nap and sleeping longer at night. All are “new” symptoms since
before the 60 second workout. However, I trust that
these are symptoms of my body waking up.

•

I am more in my body.  I had a set of exercises I did
every day. After a week doing the 60 second workout I realised that the main benefit of them was that
doing them put my attention into my body.  So I no
longer follow that exact routine every day! I feel a
little unsettled - but very much alive!

We think you’ll agree that these are amazing results!
What a wonderful way to bless yourself, and the only cost
is 60 seconds of your time.
60-SECOND WORKOUT
FREE DOWNLOAD
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HOP ONTO
A CLOUD (CLASS)
E

ver since we opened the Crimson Circle
Connection Center (the CC Studio) in 2014,
the Cloud Classes have become an important
vehicle for offering online classes to Shaumbra around
the world. Anyone with a computer and Internet access
can tune into these profound Adamus sessions, no matter where you live.
Cloud Classes are multi-session online events designed
to expand your awareness and deepen your understanding of living as an embodied master. When you subscribe
to a Cloud Class, you’ll have unlimited access for 90 days
(10-30 days for special Advanced Studies classes such as
the Sexual Energies School and DreamWalker® Birth) to
the audio, video and (usually) text files so you can watch
whenever it best fits into your schedule. Cloud Classes
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are filmed at the CC Studio with high-definition cameras
and equipment so the viewing quality is always impeccable. Plus, many viewers have commented that they feel
Adamus right beside them as they’re watching.
We set up the Cloud Classes similar to pay-per-view
movies. All classes are always available for viewing. Just
select a class from the menu, submit your registration,
and begin watching immediately. Pricing varies depending on the number of sessions and total length.
A great example of the Cloud Class is The Master’s Life
series. We went into the studio back in November to film
what we thought was going to be a DreamWalker Birth
update, but Adamus had other plans. Just an hour before
filming began, he announced that he was going to start
a new series, which he decided to call The Master’s Life.

The series would address the issues of living as a
Master in an old-Earth consciousness, with all of
its challenges and beauty. The first Master’s Life
was focused on transfiguration. Several months
later we filmed Part 2, with a focus on Presence (I
Am Here) of consciousness.
This summer, we’re filming several new
Cloud Classes including the ProGnost 2016
Update, DreamWalker® Birth and Embodied
Consciousness. Later this fall, we’ll film Part 3
of The Master’s Life. The studio, along with the
Cloud Class technology, allows us to get the latest information to Masters, no matter where you
live or what kind of schedule you keep.

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES INCLUDE:

• 4 Masters in Munich (available June 30)
• The Master’s Life Part 1 –
Transfiguration
• The Master’s Life Part 2 – I Am Here
• Freedom… Now What?
(featuring Jim Self and Adamus)
• Addiction Unplugged
(featuring John Flaherty and Adamus)
• ProGnost™ 2016
• Ancestral Freedom
• Consciousness Revolution
• New Earth Update
• Timeless on the Nile (audio only)

Many of the titles are also available with
Spanish voice-over translation.

CHECK OUT THE CLOUD CLASSES
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

Most Cloud Classes will
remain available indefinitely.
You have 90 days streaming
access from the date of purchase (or from the date of
broadcast, if applicable).

• 4 Masters in Munich (June 30)
• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration
• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here
• Freedom… Now What?

We also provide online
English transcripts and text
translations when available.
We hope you enjoy these
essential offerings from
Adamus Saint-Germain!

• ProGnost 2016
• Ancestral Freedom
• Addiction Unplugged
• New Earth Update
• Timeless – A Journey Beyond
• Consciousness Revolution

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 2: I AM HERE
The Masters lives in the “and,” allowing their consciousness to be aware of the many different dimensions and
realities in which they exist. In this Cloud Class, Adamus
uses practical examples and visual illustrations to help
you truly experience the “many” consciousness. Rather
than overwhelming to the senses, it becomes a grand
realization of mastery.
This beautiful presentation includes four channeled sessions, including three deep merabh experiences. It also
includes four downloadable music tracks that you can
keep and revisit whenever you wish.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $195
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

FREEDOM... NOW WHAT?
What is holding you back? Why does it seem so hard to
change your body, your mind and your life? It is probably the countless energies and programming that
come from your ancestral lineage, both human and
angelic. Our biological, mental, emotional and even
spiritual reality has been built on the past, affected by
our human and angelic bloodline.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $95
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

Considered core Crimson Circle material, Ancestral
Freedom is essential for anyone who has chosen
embodied realization. Ancestral energies influence your
thoughts, biology, beliefs, habits, tendencies and more.
Releasing them is one of the most important – and
most difficult – steps into enlightenment. This information holds the key for truly letting go, and the profound
guided experiences will go much deeper than you
expect.

WATCH EXCERPTS

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 1: TRANSFIGURATION
We’ve gone beyond awakening; now is the time to live
as realized Masters. Transfiguration is about how our
biology is bringing light into every cell of the body.
Adamus says that it’s like rebuilding one’s entire car
while speeding down the road at 90 mph. We are going
into polymorphosis, becoming many at the same time.
It is a huge transformation – no wonder we’re feeling it
in our tissue and organs and bones.
Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $195

The Master’s Life – Transfiguration includes five sessions
with four consciousness-shifting merabhs during the
sessions. Are you ready?

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

Shaumbra
Magazine
editor,
Crimson
CircleTeacher
Teacher
By Jean
Tinder,
By Jean
Tinder,
Shaumbra
Magazine
editor,
Crimson
Circle

DREAMING
IN GRACE

S

ometimes, finding the words to share what I want to say feels nearly
impossible. How do you describe what’s beyond description? How
do you define the indefinable? One of the many, many reasons I
appreciate the verbal genius of Adamus and Geoff is because they manage
to find such beautifully apt words and phrases.
By now you’ve heard Adamus talk about the “and” – living in a multiple
consciousness, aware of different realities simultaneously – and lately I’ve had
a taste of what that really means. When living in the “and” first came up, I
thought (hoped) it meant I would be aware of my mundane human life while
at the same time be aware of floating around in space or some other magical dimension. Well, while that might happen at some point, it turns out the
“and” is much more practical.
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The last few weeks have been pretty intense with some big energies and
changes in my life. However, along with all the busyness and change, there
has also been a constant awareness … something else. Words like peace,
wholeness, balance, oneness with myself are all accurate, but they don’t give
the whole picture. It kind of feels like I’m glowing on the inside, as if a gentle
flame is illuminating my inner awareness. And, at the same time, I’ve also
experienced acute frustration, a touch of anxiety, extreme tiredness, a flu that
knocked me out flat, and lots of other things that go along with being human.
So it’s been a sort of dual consciousness – transcendence and humanness –
and feeling both at once is quite a curious experience.
The interesting thing is that one doesn’t negate or fix the other. My human
reality is what it is – some things I’d like to create differently, some tired and
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overused limitations, but overall not so bad – and there is also a pervading,
ineffable sense of peace, wholeness and presence. They exist simultaneously.
When I felt the first delightful glimpse of this, I hoped life would finally turn
into a smooth flow where everything unfolded perfectly without a hitch. And
it did! Well, except when it didn’t. But even then, well, it does! Even when
things don’t go the way I expect, plan or want, it somehow doesn’t matter. In
fact, “doesn’t matter” has also gone beyond a concept into a state of being.
Life dances lightly in my heart and the inevitable human wobbles simply add
a bit of spice.
A few ways this new equilibrium has manifested:
• No matter how mystifying the choices and creations of other
people are, I no longer feel the need to save myself from them
or save them from themselves. (It does simplify parenting a bit...)
Now I take a deep breath, be clear about what I choose, and
watch the energies align. (By the way, it helps to choose “yes to
this” instead of “no to that.”)
• The transitory nature of, well, everything has become exceedingly
obvious. When fretting about deadlines, bills, relatives, logistics,
schedules, etc., it really helps when another part of me remembers it’s all just a game, that everything works out and this too
shall pass, probably by next week.
• My body is where I live, not who I am. We all get this intellectually,
but to go beyond the concept and feel it in my daily experience
is… well, how do you describe feeling eternal and mortal at the
same time? It kind of takes away any last bits of fear. By the way,
Adamus’ 60-Second Workout has been a huge support for this one.
My mind wants to know exactly how this all came about, and of course
there’s no single thing I can point to. In fact, it seems to be coming together
for a whole lot of us, because this has been reflected in the Shouds and other
messages lately, and some of you have shared similar experiences with me.
There isn’t one specific thing that did the trick, but everything has contributed. The 60-Second Workout – what a gift to my body! Bringing my I Am into
such intimate awareness of this physical vehicle has renewed the sense of life
in every cell. The ongoing participation and connection of Keahak is a very
supportive maintenance and growth program for both human and Master.
The monthly Shouds and merabhs bring a level of sustenance that I treasure.
How tough would this whole process be without those?
Then there are the workshops and classes. Every single one I’ve ever attended has offered a cornucopia of gifts. Some have changed the very fabric of
my life (for me these are SES, Aspectology and Threshold). I was recently
privileged to have a sneak peek into the Embodied Consciousness Retreat
(imagine Ancestral Freedom on steroids – plus Light!), and once again the
repercussions are physically tangible to the point of astonishing.
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As supportive as they are, I also know that all these events and workshops
are not the cause of our enlightenment. There are people who get little or
nothing from them, and there are many people who never experience them
at all, and yet they too are relaxing into their realization. The fact is, we can’t
not do this. It’s inevitable, even when it might seem to be lightyears away.
Did you see the movie Inception? (If not, I highly recommend it.) Essentially,
it tells the story of a group of people who figured out how to dream consciously and then interact with each other in the dream state in ways that
had real world consequences. Sometimes the dreams would go several levels
deep, a dream within a dream within a dream. Some of the characters got so
deep that they almost forgot they were dreaming, but at every level, before
diving any deeper, they placed some kind of trigger or reminder for themselves to make sure they would remember. (Sound familiar?)
One of the most interesting aspects of the movie is how they experienced
time. It was different at each level of the dream and what took a lifetime to
unfold in one reality was merely a few hours in another, and perhaps only
seconds in the “real” reality. That’s how it is for us. We put part of ourselves
to sleep and dived into this incredible dream to play with creation. There are
many, many levels to this dream and things can seem to take forever, yet at
another level it’s been only a breath. And, no matter how “lost” we may get,
we’ll inevitably find the reminder we set for ourselves. Shaumbra already have.
We’re waking up to our true reality, and this remembering affects our human
self, our past lives, our future potentials, our body, mind, spirit – our entire
being. They are all waking up.
No matter how long it takes, every human cannot not awaken. Your dream
characters might doubt and forget, but You, the Dreamer, are not stuck in the
dream. You are stirring, waking yourself up, and that quickening is filtering
through every dream character you’ve ever dreamt. What happens to this
human reality? Ah, as you return from the dream, it continues on but now suffused with flow, remembrance and grace.
The dream human still has her struggles, but when she knows it’s a dream,
they really don’t matter anymore. She becomes aware of the Dreamer who
is relishing the dream, and she can finally relax into its integration. We are
beginning to feel what it’s like, and yes, words become more and more challenging because you start talking in circles of reflection… this is that and
that is this. Fortunately, the dream human doesn’t have to sort it out; the
Dreamer has it covered and she’s having a blast.
It’s been a fantastic dream, deeper and more vivid than we ever thought
possible, and now, as the awakened ones, we’re becoming aware of it all.
Welcome to a life of furstration and synchronicity, confusion and total insight,
obstacles and grace. Welcome to the life of a Master.
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

July 1–3, 2016
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

PAS July 16–17, 2016
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

DWD July 1–3, 2016
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril

July 1–3, 2016
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

August 20–21, 2016
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

July 1–3, 2016
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

July 1–3, 2016
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

July 1–3, 2016
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

July 23–25, 2016
Mondsee near Salzburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
July 29–31, 2016
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany
Karin Hoyer
August 19–21, 2016
Silkeborg, Denmark
Anne Soevang

DWA August 5–7, 2016
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

July 29–31, 2016
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar
August 5–7, 2016
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann
August 19–21, 2016
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
September 9–11, 2016
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
September 23–25, 2016
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook
January 20–22, 2017
Walding by Linz, Austria
Andrea Fuchs

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
LIFE
DWL August 12–14, 2016
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

JOA July 2–4, 2016
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz

July 30–August 1, 2016
Gold Coast, QLD, Australia
Sharon Keith and Leanne Woodbury

August 26–28, 2016
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi

August 5–7, 2016
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler and Maria Kempe

November 4–6, 2016
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

August 12–14, 2016
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

August 13–15, 2016
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

August 26-28, 2016
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook

SES July 8–10, 2016
La Tour–de–Treme, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

September 9-11, 2016
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

July 15–17, 2016
Brasov, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol

September 16-18, 2016
Rodgau-Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

July 15–17, 2016
Colombare di Sirmione, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

October 14-16, 2016
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger and Dagmar Wollenweber

July 28–30, 2016
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi and Heidi Staeheli

October 21-23, 2016
Silkeborg, Denmark
Anne Soevang
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CRIMSON
CIRCLE
TEACHER
TRAINING
READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?
There can be many different reasons that someone decides to
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training.
Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the material, and some love sharing their insights with others and conducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your
personal experience of the materials.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:
Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach
Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School
Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,
or contact Maija Leisso for more information

Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and
DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified
Sexual Energies School teacher.
MORE INFO
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SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
July 07-10, 2016
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Carmen Rivalet

NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

FREE

Beyond the Lie of
DE,LV
Darkness

MORE INFO

FREE

The Lost Children
CZ,NL,PL
of Christ

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

The Masters
Life, Part 1 Transfiguration

DE,IT,JP,NO,PT,RO,RU,ES

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

Ancestral
Freedom

IT,LV,NO,PL,PT,RO,RU

MORE INFO

Music

Call to Awaken

DE,PL,SR,ES

MORE INFO

Special
Topics

Call of the Soul

NO,PL,SR,ES,UK

MORE INFO

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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